Five

"What's the Heir doing?" "He's so... strange..." 

"I wish he'd hurry and get out of here," an old woman mumbled with a hand over her mouth.

Julien cast a scathing glance her way from where he sat atop his steed. Her eyes filled with fear as she cowered before Lord Tryn. 

Mana was crouching at his horse's hooves, prodding the wild flowers and grasses that grew just outside the town. He looked up every now and then as a villager said something particularly cruel, but each time he quickly returned to examining the flora at his feet. There were no Guardians or any other town guard present, just a gaggle of villagers that were supposedly seeing their future Guardian Lord off with best wishes for his safe return. In reality, they were uniformly there for one reason—to make sure that this creep of a Guardian Heir leave.

They weren't very good at hiding it, either.

"What's so special about a dandelion, anyway?" one man, a blacksmith judging by the size of his arms, asked his wife in a loud whisper. "Why doesn't he get a move on instead of sulking about?"

"You fools don't learn," Julien muttered, holding a hand to his temple and closing his eyes. He took a deep breath and spun on the amassed townsfolk. Making wild gestures with one hand and holding two sets of reins in the other, he yelled, "You sit in your little homes, trembling at the thought of your horrific <i>wizard</i> prince taking one tiny step out of that damn palace! You're scared that he'll <i>devour</i> your souls or something, are you? Lord Mana has never been in such proximity to nature! You keep him caged up, and when you finally let him out of his prison you expect to keep him from discovering the little joys you've taken for granted your whole lives! You—"

"It's fine, Jul," Mana said wearily. "Let's get going." The young mage clambered into his saddle, green robes and red hair falling upon the horse's back in disarray. He took his reins from Julien, and the two trotted off, leaving the crowd behind uniform in yet another respect—their faces all shared the same look of shock. The same gaping mouth.

They rode at a fairly slow pace, not wanting to exhaust their horses. Mana's carried the load of his two large luggage bags, and Julien's bore the weight of one such bag and a veritable arsenal of blade weapons, ranging from knives to hunting daggers to swords. A nine-foot spear lay across Julien's pommel, one hand balancing it as the other directed his steed. The two nobles rode in silence, Mana too awed by the surrounding countryside to speak and Julien too deep in thought. 

It was late afternoon, and the fog had finally burned away to reveal the low-hanging sun, shining bright orange on Mana's left. The riders' shadows stretched away to the right as they rode on, not pausing until the night had come upon them. The Mana Palace was gone in the distance behind them, out of sight. All around, the flatlands were only marred by the occasional barn and the rough path that ran from the south to the north. This time of year was the resting season for the northlands, and while the farmers in Tryn were just now beginning to plow their lands, these fields lay fallow, recuperating from the light frosts of late winter. The air was chilly, and Mana shivered as he rode. Here, there was no fireplace to warm up in front of. Here, there wasn't a warm bed to climb into.

Julien noticed Mana's discomfort, and kept quiet. They'd decided beforehand not to stop along the way, even though they'd ride well into the night. The only rest stops between the Mana Palace and their destination were the homes of Libran peasants. Julien had pointed out that with their status, any farmer in Libra owed them shelter and food, but Mana chose to forego such conveniences. He had no desire to upset any of his subjects' stomachs with appearances at their doorsteps. With his red hair—unique now that his father had grayed—he would be recognized immediately.

Julien had at first urged Mana to disregard those thoughts and do what he felt like doing. If that means rest, then you should rest, he'd said. Mana dismissed the thought immediately, saying that if Lord Julien Tryn wished for a respite he had every right to seek it—Mana would stay outside. 

And so they continued along the path, even as dusk fell and the chilly air became cold. When the sun's afterglow had faded, Mana lit up his hand, causing it to shine white with magic. Using this light, the two riders could see ahead of them, but only far enough to continue along the path they were on. Their destination, though it was the tallest building in the world, was not yet visible.

"So Jul, there were no leads on those five Crystals, right?" Mana broke the silence with the question that interested him the most. If they were going to search, they were going to need to know where to search.

"Not that I was able to find, at least." Julien appeared deep in thought when Mana cast a glance his way. "But I'm sure we can find them if we look outside of Tryn. My people don't generally interest themselves in such matters—and neither does the rest of Central Libra. They're frightened of those edicts."

"So we go around Terra and look for people who might know a thing or two?"

"I was thinking Verga, actually. I know we intend to deviate from our chartered course, but heading west first might seem less suspicious. Worse than not being allowed to go would be being caught in the process."

"Good, good. Oh, and Jul... have there been any rumors regarding the other seven? I know that at the time that the five disappeared, Crystal hunting became a lot less popular, but there still might be some information."

"Of course there have been rumors—most of them baseless, none of them making it very far. Like you said, after the five disappeared, most people lost interest. There's a heavy dose of cynicism regarding the matter as well, thanks to the short interval between the fake Crystal auction-scams and the disappearance of the five. A lot of people are of the opinion that five real Crystals were never found."

"Wait, really?" Mana paused for a moment, then urged his horse to catch up with Julien. "Then how do we know the five were ever found?"

"Documentation," Julien shrugged, looking straight ahead. "Documentation. If one were to examine all that everyone's written about the time period between 3104, when the Crystal hunts began, and 3114, when it was noted that the five thought to be true Crystals were lost, one would find that several people's accounts as to the Crystals they'd found are quite... convincing. For example, there's the case of one commoner suddenly being endowed with the ability to lift oxen whilst holding the jewel."

"So it's likely that the five were actual Crystals?"

"Yes. Of course, that's also most likely why they went missing..." Julien's voice trailed off and the rest of the sentence became lost.

"Hmm?" Mana asked, but Julien just shook his head.

"In any case, we'll be fine so long as we don't do anything too rash. Even if we don't manage to secure the Crystals, if you don't get caught all will be well. It's good for you to get out of that place."

Mana didn't reply, simply riding ahead, straining his eyes to see beyond what was illuminated by his glowing hand. All he could make out was path. Above him, a few stars glittered, but the return of the fog and heavy clouds obscured the moon, darkening the plains of northern Libra. At his side, Julien rode, still seemingly deep in thought.

In the magical light, Julien's light brown hair seemed almost golden. His blue eyes appeared electric and his untrimmed whiskers almost pieces of wire. There was a certain weariness to his appearance—as though he'd been tossed about and was too dizzy to open his eyes all the way. He was definitely ragged-looking, though that might just be from the trip between Tryn and the Mana Palace with no real break in between. It was not a short distance.

Mana realized, looking at his older cousin, that he'd never seen him properly groomed. He wondered what the Lord Tryn looked like while seated upon his throne. The Guardian Heir pictured Julien in the same patched coat and loose shirt, sitting atop a golden stool, spear in hand instead of a scepter, looking out over a sea of followers. Mana couldn't resist a slight giggle, and when his cousin turned a quizzical eye on him he burst out laughing. 

"What's so funny?" Julien asked, a light chuckle in his own voice.

"N-nothing," Mana replied, choking for breath. Concentrating on not laughing—on some other matter than his cousin's status as the lord of Libra's one province, he rode forward, leaving a confused Julien halted behind. 

Again they found themselves riding side by side in silence. The dawn was still far off, and they had no way to gauge their progress with the night's darkness obscuring their view of their destination. They were headed for the airship port, Antyliken, the forty-floor rock tower, the greatest architectural achievement of Man. In daylight, they surely would have been able to see it by now, standing tall and prominent against a backdrop of mountains to the northeast. Just beyond to the north were the dense forests of southern Gaia, a place Mana desperately wished to see at least once on this trip. And west of Antyliken were the other countries in the Libran Alliance—the marshes of Terra, the roads and cities of Verga, the farms and hamlets of Eldra.

If the Mana Palace was the center of the political world, then Antyliken would be the center of the economic world. The hub of commerce, the mainstay of travel, the one place where a country's individual taxation laws don't apply. Without it, trade between countries would be significantly less abundant. Without it, people would forever be confined to the mud and earth of the continent. With it, people could take to the skies, experiencing something which no ordinary human could otherwise experience.

Each story had four terminals and each terminal could harbor two ships, making for three hundred and twenty docks. Most of the time, less than a quarter of these would be occupied with a ship. As Antyliken was the only such port in the world, this meant that more often than not, at least two hundred and seventy ships would be in use at a time. These figures had been announced in early winter the year before, the aging grand-son of the maker of the first airship speaking with pride from a pedestal in the middle of the town surrounding the Mana Palace. At the time, Mana would never have imagined that he'd ever be aboard one of those absurd flying boats. It was in the first days of the new year that Julien had made the trip up to the palace with no other business than to suggest the trip to the Guardian Lord Lanto.

Mana remembered being shocked at the news that he'd be flying from one country to the next, learning the customs of the other peoples under the Libran Alliance. Of course, this shock was nothing compared to his surprise at his cousin's private introduction into the history of the Crystal hunters.

Now, their plan had been established for several months. They were headed off to board their ship and set sail in search for the Crystals of Mana. There was no doubt in their minds that they knew what they were doing. There was no more sensation of shock, or any "hey, am I really going to do this?" floating around. There were just two riders trotting along the path to Antyliken, looking forward to grabbing a bite in the port's restaurant.

Mana had, of course, read up on the Crystals of Mana before deciding to undertake this voyage. Their history was quite fascinating, stemming back to his ancestor, Mana the first. The Crystals were named such because they were a number of tiny crystallite jewels that were imbued with the magic that runs in the Mana Line. They were created to contain the power of Mana I when it was getting out of control, and were entrusted to his descendants to guard and treasure.

"One thing I don't understand, Jul, is why my great-grandfather scattered them."

"Most people don't understand it, unless they've been brainwashed by the propaganda of the times."

"But why did he scatter them? He's the one who created all the anti-magic fuss, right? So what made him snap?"

"Guardian Lord Lont was a man who knew how to deal with his problems, though his means were by no marker the best available. He gained the throne in the place of his older brother, the rightful Guardian Heir, and he banished everything that would be a threat to him. One might say that he had the best self-preservation instincts of any member of our family."

"But we were meant to guard the Crystals, right? Isn't that why we are called the Guardians? How could our leader—the one with the greatest responsibility to Bane, our Creator—how could he betray our duty? It doesn't make sense."

"It makes plenty of sense. Jealousy can inspire a man to make a lot of mistakes."

"You're saying that he banned magery and scattered the Crystals out of jealousy?"

"I suppose that is what I'm saying," Julien replied, tilting his head to check on the clouds overhead. "They say that Gem was shaping up to be the most powerful mage since the start of our line. Watch out, Mana—looks like it might rain soon."

"Not a problem," Mana spoke quickly, making a deft movement with his lit hand. Sure enough, within minutes, the rain began falling, but not a drop touched the two riders.

"If Gem had so much going for him, why did he kill his father?"

"It's a mystery to most, and a good deal of our country's people don't like to believe that their beloved Guardian Heir had killed his own father. Whether that's a matter of pride and misplaced love and trust, or a matter of incredibility, is uncertain. There are very few around anymore who remember who Gem was, and they're all very old—possibly senile. I have the feeling, though, that most pro-Gem sentiments are the result of resentment for Lont—not the other way around."

"Hmm... so it's unlikely that Gem would kill his father, but most people take it for granted that he did?"

"That's what it looks like, from the information gathering I've done. I looked into the matter quite a bit when I was your age—I was never out of questions regarding it."

"Then you'll understand if I have another question, Jul?"

"Of course."

"Why was Gem exiled?"

"Of course, for murdering the Guardian Lord. That's a silly question, Mana."

"But wasn't there that one edict—The Purge, or something? That one that both your father and mine worked to get rid of a dozen or so years back. That one outlawing magery and sentencing all magi to death."

"What of it?"

"Why wasn't Gem killed?" The Guardian Heir turned to face his cousin, peeking over his shining hand at the vaguely amused expression on the lord's face. "You just said he was a mage."

"Who knows?" Julien murmured, and then chuckled. "Well, maybe fate."
